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REDISCOVERING CLIENT
DECISIONMAKING:
THE IMPACT OF ROLE-PLAYING
MARY MARSH ZULACK*
INTRODUCTION

There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.

- William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act 1, sc. 5

There are more things of importance to representing clients than
are disclosed through a typical interview or counseling session, even a
session undertaken by a lawyer earnestly attempting to hear rather

than ignore the client. We lawyers are often vividly aware, when we
pause to contemplate the point, that we do not know all we should
about our clients.' We may also believe that we have great gulfs of
knowledge and experience to cross in order to hear and understand
any particular client. Further, we fear that our ability to cross these
gulfs is limited by the human, and lawyerly, tendency to shoehorn clients' experiences into familiar, and seemingly useful, legal

frameworks in a way that may obliterate the clients' own perceptions
of their lives.2 The principles of legal ethics urge us to protect the dig* Clinical Professor of Law, Columbia University School of Law. Earlier drafts of this
paper were presented at the Third International Conference on Lawyers and Lawyering, at
Lake Windermere, Great Britain, in July 1993, and at the Clinical Theory Workshop at
New York Law School, in March 1994. I thank the participants in those conferences. I also
thank my extraordinary teaching colleagues Victor Goode, Conrad Johnson, Harriet Rabb
and Barbara Schatz.
I For a striking presentation contrasting what a victim of housing discrimination could
have told her lawyer with what the lawyer actually learned, see Michael P. Seng, Jay Einhorn & Merilyn D. Brown, Counseling a Victim of Racial Discrimination in a Housing
Discrimination Case, 16 J. MARSHALL L. REv. 53, 56-63 (1992).
2 See, e.g., Christopher P. Gilkerson, Poverty Law Narratives:The CriticalPracticeand
Theory of Receiving ClientStories, 43 HASTINGS L.J. 861, 903 (1991-92) ("The lawyer hears
the story in her own narrative voice, arising from a perspective that is shaped by legal
training and practice, as well as personal bias and history. In this way the lawyer filters the
client's story through her own experiences and hears a story that may be different from the
one the client intends to tell.") Similarly, Gay Gellhorn, Lynne Robins and Pat Roth, in
reporting on their fascinating project employing linguistic analysis to provide insights into
the interviewing strategies of law students, comment that lawyers who are not skilled at
interviewing "seldom foster a lawyer-client relationship in which attorneys and clients engage in cooperative, mutually respectful case management, and in which clients are actively
engaged in their own problem solving." Gay Gellhorn, Lynne Robins & Pat Roth, Law and
Language:An InterdisciplinaryStudy of Client Interviews, 1 Cui. L. REv. 245, 249 (1994).
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nity of the individual 3-but the techniques of representation that we
master may jeopardize this very value.
It is quite understandable that lawyers would be ambivalent
about investing great effort in ensuring that clients effectively and independently make the choices in their cases. To remain true to one's
ethical, tactical, moral and human nature while presenting to a client
the client's responsibility to make a decision and assisting the client to
exercise that prerogative can be hard. It may cut against the grain of
human nature to yield the power to decide. It may also cut against
ingrained expectations that lay people should defer to expert
4
professionals.
Moreover, lack of practice in, or understanding of, the art of facilitating decisionmaking without imposing control may contribute to
this problem. We lawyers ourselves do not know all we might about
the process of decisionmaking, and we are therefore not in an ideal
position to explain or teach the process to others. We also fear that we
have no efficient way to cross the gaps of background and perspective
that restrict our ability to understand our clients, and their ability to
understand us. If neither client nor attorney can pinpoint how decisions are made, and if neither is confident that all the relevant inforThere is also an eloquent literature on the mismatch in power and the "silencing" of
clients in the context of trials and hearings. See generally Barbara Bezdek, Silence in the
Court: Participationand Subordination of Poor Tenants' Voices in Legal Process, 20 HoF.
s'TRA L. REv. 533 (1992); William M. O'Barr & John M. Conley, Litigant Satisfaction Versus Legal Adequacy in Small Claims Court Narratives, 19 L. & Soc'Y REv. 661 (1985).
3 The first lines of the Preamble to the Model Code of Professional Responsibility
declare that "[t]he continued existence of a free and democratic society depends upon
recognition of the concept that justice is based upon the rule of law grounded in respect for
the dignity of the individual and his [or her] capacity through reason for enlightened selfgovernment. Law so grounded makes justice possible, for only through such law does the
dignity of the individual attain respect and protection. Without it, individual rights become
subject to unrestrained power, respect for law is destroyed, and rational self-government is
impossible." MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSmILITv Preamble (1983) [hereafter
cited as MODEL CODE].
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct do not speak so sweepingly about clients'
dignity, but various provisions reflect concern for clients' rights to make informed decisions and to have their interests vigorously pursued, rights that help protect clients' dignity.
See, e.g., MODEL RuLEs OF PROFESSIONAL CoNucr Rule 1.3 cmt. (1994) (calling on lawyers to "act with commitment and dedication to the interests of the client and with zeal in
advocacy upon the clients' behalf") [hereafter cited as MODEL RuLES]; id. Rule 1.4 cmt.
(urging that "[tihe client should have sufficient information to participate intelligently in
decisions concerning the objectives of the representation and the means by which they are
to be pursued, to the extent that the client is willing and able to do so"); id. Rule 1.14 cmt.
("The fact that a client suffers a disability does not diminish the lawyer's obligation to treat
the client with attention and respect.")
4 It is striking, in this regard, that both the Model Rules and Model Code encourage
lawyers to offer clients the benefit of the lawyers' experience and opinions; neither is so
explicit in reminding lawyers of the value of eliciting the fullness of the client's perspective.
See MODEL RuLEs, supra note 3, Rule 2.1 & cmt.; MODEL CODE, supra note 3, EC 7-8.
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mation for decisionmaking has been marshalled, we should not be
surprised if both participants feel wary and uneasy.
Despite these difficulties, the literature both of scholars and of
practicing lawyers attests to our profession's deep concern with finding a process that allows our clients to make the vital decisions on the
legal matters we undertake with them. This Article describes the efforts that my clinical colleagues and I have made to rediscover client
decisionmaking, and to develop techniques which enhance the client's
(and the lawyer's) dignity while also helping to accomplish the goals
of the project at hand. This course of rediscovery has been in part a
process of identifying effective techniques that lawyers and clients,
teachers and students, can use to call forth understanding, courage,
perspective and information. It has also been, for me, a process of
realizing the extent to which such techniques are already part of the
repertoire of many lawyers-though not a part of that repertoire to
which lawyers turn as often as I would now recommend.
These techniques are multi-faceted and interconnected, and the
story of our work with them will necessarily weave together more than
one technique at a time. Broadly, however, the aim of all of our work
has been to give both lawyers and clients a sufficient base of shared
understanding, and mutual confidence, so that clients can make responsible decisions about the joint enterprise they are embarking
upon with their lawyers. Lawyers are not well positioned to assist their
clients' decisions, or to make the host of moment-by-moment decisions which inevitably fall to lawyers in any representation, if they
lack a fair understanding of the clients' skills, preferences, values and
knowledge. For their part, clients are ill prepared to make decisions if
they have not focused on the aspects of their own lives that are most
critical to those decisions, if they have not developed an appraisal of
their lawyers' ability and responsiveness that can guide them in deciding just how far to depend on their advocates, or if they have not had
opportunities to "test-drive" their ideas and to learn how they might
work out in the actual context of the contemplated project.
Two general principles should guide the process by which lawyers
build this vital shared understanding. First, lawyers need to be constantly inquisitive and experimental; we need to know more than
might meet the eye. Second, we need to find positions from which we
can work closely with our clients while holding off our judgmental tendencies. We need to be engaged, attentive, and receptive. If we can
interact this way, then we can be as inquisitive as we need to be; indeed, we can adopt a practice I call "dispute provocation," an enthusiastic pursuit of potential clashes in order to create a realistic context
for examining proposed decisions.
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The techniques I propose are meant to encourage lawyers and
clients to focus on the process of decisionmaking. To begin with, lawyers need to study their clients' situation very closely and nonjudgmentally. As part of this study, they need to acquire the kinds of
"industry knowledge" that leading commentators have urged lawyers
to master,5 and certainly they need to employ all the techniques of
effective interviewing to learn from their clients the details of the clients' particular situations. But as we will see, the techniques of clientcentered interviewing can be too blunt and too explicit to elicit all that
bears on a client's understanding, and other techniques may be
needed to bring to the surface what clients themselves may be unable
to put into words.
In addition, lawyers need to study their clients' processes of decisionmaking. The need for such attention is especially clear when the
"client" actually is a group of people, whose cross-cutting concerns
and values make the process of decisionmaking especially complex.
With individual clients, the actual process of decisionmaking can be
more internal and intangible than in a context of group debate and
choice, but here too we can fashion techniques that help bring more of
the client's actual decisionmaking process into the lawyer's office-or
bring more of the lawyer's contributions home for the client's private
reflection.
Finally, lawyers should involve themselves more deeply, and
more deftly, in their clients' actual decisionmaking. They can do so
particularly well by employing the techniques of role-playing and
modeling. 6 These techniques are important ways to supplement both
the conventional question/answer mode of interviewing and the stylized method of decisionmaking comprised largely of presenting sets of
pros and cons and letting the client take it from there. These techniques can, of course, build performance skills as well, 7 but I recommend them here primarily as tools for discovering, presenting and
evaluating possibilities.
To role-play is to step out of of the discussion taking place and
assume a role. Doing so allows the lawyer to illustrate propositions
that might be difficult to explain or justify simply through discussion
5 See DAVID A. BINDER, PAUL BERGMAN & SUSAN C. PRICE, LAWYERS AS COUNSELORS: A CLIENT-CENTERED APPROACH 3-4, 317-22 (1991).

6 These are not the only valuable techniques for lawyers to use. As we will see, techniques akin to mediation can also be fruitful, and there is a real role for simple discussion
and instruction as well. See text at pages 612-15 (mediation) & 603, 605, 614-15, 622 (discussion) infra.
7 They can also be used, and very often are, as pedagogical devices in clinical teaching.
Though this function is not my central concern here, I will also describe some of the ways
that we have used these processes as academic resources. See text at pages 611, 622, 633
infra.
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and argument. It allows a client to demonstrate a past event, or to go
through a possible future encounter safely. Role-play makes the
points vivid, and brings both lawyer and client into the process of
discovery.
The most important revelations in role-playing, however, often
come from the client rather than from the lawyer. When seriously carried out, role-playing seems to fit the definition of acting attributed to
Don Biehn: "the ability to do truthfully under imaginary circumstances." 8 Through role-play, the conflicting emotions, ideas and allegiances of the client can come to the surface. Role-playing is thus a
crucial part of any effort to bring to the fore the client's own experiences, experiences often ranging far beyond what lawyers might think
to elicit as relevant information in an interview. This information, expressed in role and thus in concrete form, compels any listener to feel
its force and to respect it. Correspondingly, one listening not just from
an audience perspective but from an assumed "role" is apt to hear still
better, with a fresh and nonjudgmental perspective.
To model-to play a role while someone else observes-is also to
role-play. When a lawyer improvises an opening argument to illustrate
a point for a client, the lawyer is clearly engaged in role-playing. The
client is not, however, and so I think of such moments as "one-way
role-plays," in which the audience-here, the client-learns from seeing another person perform in role. Attractive as true role-playing is
for clients, they may often find it more comfortable at some stages of
their interaction with a lawyer to sit back and watch, rather than act.
The line between one-way and two-way role-playing, in any case, is a
hazy one, for clients may "watch" in as many as three roles-as the
judge, the adverse attorney, or themselves. 9
Even when both lawyer and client are in role, moreover, one of
the crucial benefits of the process may arise from the opportunity the
client has, even while engaged in performance, to be an audience, or
evaluator, of the lawyer. Often clients have only meager opportunities
to see their lawyers' levels of skill in action-in other words, to audition their lawyers-and hence to correlate their decisions and strategies with thetalents and inclinations of the lawyer whom they select. 10
8 See James Maxwell, Note, Acting and Legal Education, 17 VT. L. Rsv. 533, 548
(1993) (quoting Don Biehn).
9 On the value of modeling as a technique for clinical teachers' interactions with their
students, see Minna J. Kotkin, ReconsideringRole Assumption in Clinical Education, 19 N.
MEx. L. REv. 185 (1989).

10 Charles Ogletree has described a fascinating exception to this generalization, in the
representation of Anita Hill. When Professor Hill selected the primary lawyers to manage

her appearance before the Senate Judiciary Committee in October of 1991, she was in the
position of already knowing many of them as friends and colleagues and of having firsthand experience with the approaches the various lawyers planned to bring to the work.
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Yet clients have very good reason to be concerned about their lawyers' abilities to grasp what has been said, present ideas to others, and
maneuver in the face of overbearing authority figures (arong many
other attributes). The client's appraisal of the lawyer is vital information for responsible decisions, and both role-play and modeling by
lawyers inevitably reveal to clients more of what they should know
about their lawyers."
The interaction by lawyers and clients through role-play and
modeling also contributes to the building of the relationship between
them. These encounters can beffun, and we should welcome this benefit for its own sake. Clients and lawyers are able to lose their grim
formality, and to enjoy each other's ideas and experiences. This "enjoyment factor" transforms the client/attorney relationship into a
high-spirited collaboration, with many opportunities to experience joy
and triumph.
Last, but by no means least, role-playing and modeling, and the
other elements of rediscovering client decisionmaking that I describe
here, can help clients to acquire or enhance an ability to make decisions for themselves, a resource they can use long after this encounter
with a lawyer is at an end. I have been uncomfortable with the fact
that we train lawyers for their roles through many years of practice
and study, but we pay scant attention to schooling our clients. The
techniques I discuss here enable clients to observe us closely, so that
they can evaluate and learn some of our skills and approaches. They
also have opportunities to practice and learn how their work and ideas
have a place in the endeavor.
This client education is a significant contribution for lawyers to
make. Client groups simply cannot continue to exist unless they have
Being a lawyer herself, she may have been particularly adept at recognizing the counsel
who best matched her own goals. See generally Charles J. Ogletree, Jr., The People vs.
Anita Hill: A Case for Client-Centered Advocacy (unpublished paper presented at the
Clinical Theory Workshop at New York Law School, January 27, 1995).
11 When clients come to the point of actually making a decision (as opposed to participating in preparing to make a decision) they may feel as if they have been carefully led
along a narrow mountain path and then called upon to choose among terrifying alterna-"
tives-to continue along an increasingly steep course, to leap a chasm towards another
route, to stand still or to go back. What the best course of action is depends on a host of
information about the paths, the quarry and the pursuit, and on the ways that the client
and the guide (the lawyer) will actually behave in each of the likely sets of circumstances.
Tlypically neither lawyer nor client has all of the information needed for such a decision. If each had full access into the other's knowledge, and full appreciation of the other's
inclinations, they both might see how the possibilities could play out. If they could actually
enact the scene, they might know which way the client feels compelled to act, and the client
might find out, before making the actual decision, whether there is a person standing along
the path who has the skill and inclination to reach out and pull the client to safety. That
person might be the lawyer.
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ways of making decisions that both produce results and preserve the
groups' cohesion. Individual clients often face the inevitable prospect
of subsequent legal difficulties which will have to be handled without
a lawyer's assistance. They may also meet their next lawyer on more
equal terms-perhaps to that next lawyer's amazement! Taking client
decisionmaking seriously is valuable not just as a step in handling a
particular case effectively, but for its own sake.
This Article focuses primarily on the exploration of these techniques that I have undertaken as a clinical teacher. I hope that this
account will open fruitful lines for theoretical and practical exploration of why these techniques work, how they can be modified and expanded, and how the information that we uncover and share along the
way can be put to optimal use in our legal projects. My goals are simply to present examples of how our clinics have discovered and used
the various methods, to illustrate how these methods can be extracted
from lawyering and teaching techniques with which we already have
some familiarity, and, finally, to urge that the methods should be used
more widely, particularly in the fast paced and urgent work of legal
services. In the controlled environment of law school clinics, one can
imagine and employ theories of practice that may not hold up well in
real life. In fact, however, it was in the day-to-day work of neighborhood legal services offices that I first addressed many of the ideas in
this paper and first used the central technique of role-playing. 12 I am
convinced by that experience that the effort to promote client decisionmaking is a vital enhancement to "real" practice. Indeed, in many
situations role-play, in particular, is used already-it just needs to be
heralded as the powerful tool that it is.
The following sections of this Article trace our exploration of
these techniques, and simultaneously describe the techniques themselves and analyze the reasons for their effectiveness. In Part I, I focus
on our efforts to understand the decisionmaking situation of two different sorts of community groups, and to assist the members of those
groups to make their own decisions more effectively. In Part II, I turn
to our work with individual clients, and look in detail at the ways that
role-playing has enhanced our interaction with these clients. In Part
III, I move from the clinical context to the world of legal services, and
illustrate both the current uses of such techniques as role-playing in
this form of practice and the value of increasing their use.
12 1 worked in civil legal services for 20 years before becoming a clinical teacher: at the
Harlem Neighborhood Office of the Legal Aid Society of New York, Bedford-Stuyvesant
Community Legal Services, Inc., and MFY Legal Services, Inc. Although I had a supervisory position for 17 of those years, I always continued to represent clients as well as interview approximately 10 new clients for the office each week.
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DEVELOPING TECHNIQUES FOR ASSISTING GROUP
CLIENTS IN DECISIONMAKING

Our work with group clients stemmed from our belief that we
needed to focus on drawing out from these clients a new type of "relevant" information in order to achieve a sensible decisionmaking process. 13 The first step came in our clinic's work with clients interested
in setting up not-for-profit corporations and obtaining tax-exempt status. Here we began to develop our sense of the range of matters
which we would need to understand in order to assist our clients in
making decisions, and we began to employ such techniques as modeling and role-playing as part of our interaction with our clients. The
next step was work with board members of low-income tenant co-operatives struggling with various policies and rules for governing their
co-ops. This work involved more tangled issues, and decidedly more
potential for conflict among the members of the client groups, than
did our other group representations, and this reality pressed us to become even more deeply engaged in studying and then helping to
shape the clients' decisionmaking processes.
A.

The Not-for-Profits:Assisting in Decisionmaking with Groups
Seeking Merely to Formalize Their Structure and Purposes

As part of the work of a Community Development Clinic at Columbia Law School, in 1990-91, students undertook to provide advice,
counseling, drafting and administrative advocacy for community
groups that aspired to form not-for-profit corporations. The groups
consisted of individuals whose goal was to provide socially useful services to their community. They recognized that they needed to acquire
proper legal status, including tax-exempt status, to engage in effective
fund-raising. As we worked with these groups, practice in decisionmaking turned out to be a core activity-even though we had not consciously designed it to be so.
We quickly discovered that a pair of student lawyers could establish a comfortable and collegial relationship with the group clients for
decisionmaking. 14 The projects were non-litigated, forward-looking
13 In the course of three semesters, the clinic represented approximately 24 groups
seeking to become not-for-profit corporations and approximately 10 low-income tenant coop groups.
14 In our standard clinical model, students work in teams of two with each client. There
are many reasons for this. See generally Susan Bryant, Collaborationin Law Practice: A
Satisfying and Productive Processfor a Diverse Profession, 17 VT. L. Rv. 459 (1993);
David F. Chavkin, Matchmaker, Matchmaker: Student Collaborationin ClinicalPrograms,
1 CUN. L. REv. 199 (1994). The pertinent aspect, for this discussion, is that teaming insures that some type of dialogue will take place between the student lawyers before they
make a decision. Beyond dialogue, they have the capacity, and in many situations, the
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matters that rarely became contentious. The students' basic task was
to understand the client's goals well enough to draft operative documents that would meet legal requirements while leaving the group the
flexibility it needed for future development. This effort involved capturing the evolving shape of the organization and predicting likely future goals and structure. The work also included helping to reconcile
competing interests between group members, and tensions between
the groups' aspirations and the policy determinations expressed in the
applicable state and federal laws. Because the clients (more precisely,
the individual members of the client groups) were not in disagreement
about substantive goals, our focus was clear: we were able to work on
process as process.
At least three factors contributed to the students' success in becoming valuable counselors to these clients. First, the client representatives with whom the students met were not authorized by the group
to make all the decisions on their own. It was clear to everyone that
the persons meeting with the students came not merely as individuals
but primarily in representative capacities. This made everyone focus
on how to communicate with the full group to assist it in making
choices. The representatives could not make the decision for the full
group without consulting further, and had to learn the legal concepts
well enough to explain them to the other members of the group, so
that the group could make a decision and the representatives could
then explain it to the students.
Second, all sides realized that the clients had exclusive command
of the relevant factual material-their own aspirations and abilities.
This placed decisionmaking squarely in their hands. The conceptual
focus was on the future, on predicting how different factual and legal
approaches would play out. Since it was the clients who would carry
forward the day-to-day operations of the future corporations, their
views on the workability of any proposal were paramount. This situation gradually engendered authentic humility on the part of the students.'5 After some initial nervousness, the students relaxed, became
inquisitive, and took very little for granted. I believe this was an important asset for them in their first foray into the powerful role of
student-lawyer.
The clients, for their part, felt relatively comfortable exploring a
wide range of ideas with the students. These clients were community
obligation to role-play their intended approach and evaluate it from role-in fact, from a
variety of roles.
15 The students made tremendous progress in this regard. Some of them started out in
interview simulations with rigidity and an "I know it all" approach. Some initially seemed
driven to "impress and win respect" by any means necessary except through attentive lis-

tening and appreciation of the other person's views.
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leaders-resourceful, intelligent, self-possessed, and skilled at mobilizing others. Many clients of course have all of these qualities, but it
is relatively unusual for clients to be so gracious about letting their
competence and creativity show when meeting attorneys. Perhaps the
clients' sense of their own worth came through so clearly because the
legal work was basically an ordering and memorialization of the concepts designed by the clients themselves. These self-assured community leaders, upon encountering novice law students, established at the
outset that while they truly liked the students, they did not consider
them daunting authority figures. The clients posed a lot of hypothetical situations, as did the students, and they enjoyed imagining how
particular by-laws, for example, would work out in the situations they
had posited. At points when a decision concerning their corporate
goals was called for, moreover, the clients did not have much difficulty
mustering the courage to tell the student lawyers what they wanted to
accomplish, why, and frequently how-down to the wording of the
by-laws. 16
Third, the students were less able to jump to conclusions or assert
their own goals than in other situations. They were inexperienced and
their role was mainly limited to drafting legally operative papers for
the clients' approval. Indeed, students and clients were starting from
about the same point in terms of technical expertise. Although the
students had studied the applicable law quite rigorously, they were not
experts in the field. Since they had no prior first-hand experience with
the work they were undertaking, they necessarily had to research and
examine many points that an experienced practitioner might have
skipped over. They were not in a position to say to a client, "I hear
that, but it won't matter, so let's move on." For all that the students
knew, it did matter, so they listened with heightened attentiveness.
The process that evolved for helping the clients make decisions
aimed at understanding the client's decisionmaking and then at encouraging wise decisionmaking methods. Understanding the client's
decisionmaking concerns and methods is an essential predicate, and
will be discussed here first. Then I will take up three somewhat overlapping techniques with which we sought to assist our clients in their
choice and application of decisionmaking methods: modeling, accepting change, and role-playing.
1. Studying the client's decisionmaking:
The students paid close attention to decisionmaking issues, both
by trying to understand what choices would need to be made by the
16 No doubt this openness was easier to achieve because nothing of a painful or personal nature was at stake for the group members.
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clients, and by trying to learn how their clients already made decisions. We did so both because we found that we could communicate
better in the client/attorney relationship by knowing "how things get
done," and because our legal work itself centered on such tasks as
assisting clients to draft by-laws for their own governance, so they
could "get things done" in the future.
The students prepared for their first meeting with the clients by
researching everything they could about the individual persons they
might meet, the aspirations of the group, and, if possible, how groups
with similar goals were operating. This basic information prepared
the students to listen more expectantly and appreciatively to the ideas
of the clients.
These clients made their policy decisions with forthright attention
to the collective decisionmaking process. Some of the groups had been
operating formally for decades as unincorporated associations and
were faithful in their adherence to Robert's Rules of Order. Even the
members of newly-formed groups generally had experience serving on
church boards or participating in other community endeavors that
used formal procedures for reaching decisions. Not infrequently, they
had managerial experience at work, and had both theoretical and
practical experience with consensus-building.
We studied our clients' decisionmaking methods in several ways.
We learned to ask them directly to describe how they usually made
decisions as a group. We observed how they handled issues in conversations with the students, and how they acted in role-plays, to note
their informal decisionmaking techniques, particularly those they applied to considering practical implementation questions. We attended
their formal meetings and watched the techniques being used. And we
were able to.watch as our clients grappled with "decisions about decisions." If they talked about whether certain by-law provisions should
be repealable only by a supermajority, for example, they might choose
to decide that very question by unanimous agreement.
2. Modeling the decisionmaking process:
In their dealings with each other, our students sought to model a
respectful and inclusive process of decisionmaking that would encourage our clients to join in and contribute their own ideas. We did
so, I hope, with considerable humility. Though we did think we had a
contribution to make, we did not suppose that we held a monopoly on
understanding of decisionmaking processes. On the contrary, we knew
that our clients had experience in forming and evaluating ideas as they
worked together to give shape to their project. We wanted to be included, to be allowed to see how choices actually got made. We
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imagined that one way to prove ourselves worthy of being invited into
the process might be to show our own methods for working with ideas.
For the students to undertake this modeling involved some learning, and some unlearning, on their part. Students usually hope that by
being authoritative, by having the "right" answers and all the answers,
they will win their clients' respect. When they attempt this strategy, as
we see in the videotapes of simulated client interviews, they hand out
"wrong" answers with remarkable aplomb, while the mock clients become increasingly quiet and alienated from the conversation. Through
our critiques of these simulations, we encouraged our clinic students
to understand that if they traded omniscience for inclusiveness, the
conversation would warm up. When we added the possibility that if
they demonstrated a willingness to face hard questions and conflicting
interests without panicking, their clients might follow the same path,
17
the students agreed to try it out.
As the two student lawyers talked things over in the clients' presence, the clients naturally observed how the students responded to
information and how they approached decisions. This opening up of
our own decisionmaking process was possible because of our team
method of lawyering. It was also a conscious attempt to model. The
process might go this way:
Clients ask a question. Students do not know the answer. One student asks the other if he or she has a ready answer. If the answer is
"no," the students ask the clients more questions to find out exactly
what the clients have in mind, and how the information they have
asked for is expected to fit in to the clients' thinking. The students
then exchange ideas on how they propose to find the answer, and
the clients watch them work out a process for getting the information. If there is initial disagreement, it is expressed without hostility
or arrogance. The students weigh the advantages of one .method
over another, with the foremost consideration being how it will
work for the clients. The student who proposes a particularly felicitous idea will be happy about that, but not treat it as a major personal triumph. It is also clear that the tentative decision may be
reconsidered and scrapped once the task is underway.
Clients watching a cordial, nonjudgmental process of this type will
perceive that they too will be "safe" if they engage the student lawyers
in some give-and-take.1 s
17

Students, and lawyers without much depth of experience, often seem reluctant to

open wide the gates that control the flow of information from their clients, because they
lack the courage to examine something new and unexpected. Engendering that courage in
our students seems to me to be one of the greatest gifts we can present to them.
18 The clients modeled their style of working towards a decision too. As indicated in the
previous subsection, we learned invaluable lessons about our clients' decisionmaking by
attending their formal meetings and watching the people we worked with preside over
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3. Accepting change-demonstratingthat changing a decision is
both expected and useful;
We made a point of letting our clients know that if they changed
their minds, even several times, we would not be particularly upset.
At worst, change would cause a new round of document drafting and
a delay in completing an application process. But a change of position
did not make the group seem deceitful or "difficult." It indicated that
the process was still in flux. The change, and the reasons for it, would
give us still more material about the group's values and their evaluation of the workability of the concept being considered.
The students conveyed this message both directly-in so many
words-and in action. They highlighted possible difficulties and
looked eagerly for trouble spots, and thus "modeled" this message of
accepting change. The more times the clients came back to explain
that they had reworked something, the more confident the students
became (generally) in their expectation that the final product, whenever it took shape, would be sound.
4. Role-playing:
Without much theoretical examination of the matter, we intuitively introduced the clients to the benefits of role-playing. We hit
upon the idea simply because we knew that the clients who met with
us needed to learn legal concepts well enough to present them to the
full membership, and we needed to be sure that the clients actually
understood the technical concepts involved. The best way to be sure
was to hear the clients explain the meaning of, say, "unrelated business income" to a challenging pair of student lawyers acting as if they
were members of the client group.
These exercises evolved into very interesting role-plays that led
all participants to feel that they really had properly tested out the possibilities. The exercises could teach other lessons as well. For example, as the client and the students struggled to supply answers to all
the inventive questions that they themselves generated in the roleplay, they might realize that the client, when explaining concepts to
the members of the group, should stop trying to give authoritative answers when he or she is the least bit unsure of them and instead
should use the occasion to gather up ideas, ideas that the student lawyers will then have to research. (It is important, we have learned, to
discussions and manage disputes. Attending these meetings also enriched our store of common experience. We could draw upon examples that all ofus had lived through. Building
such a repertoire of shared experiences through such techniques as modeling and roleplaying lays the groundwork for many different fruitful interactions between lawyer and
client.
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help clients to learn when they do need a lawyer's help.) At length,
the client will have learned enough about the technical concept to
present it accurately to her group, and to be able to hear responses
that would push the group and the students to sharpen their plans.
Through the role-play the students will have picked up a number of
ideas that they know they should research immediately, and they will
have gotten a preview of what the client expects the sticking points to
be.
Every role-play of this type was exhilarating. It allowed all participants to brainstorm unself-consciously and to test each other's
knowledge and creativity in a cordial mode. When we asked the clients to take on the role that they would later assume, and the students
to play the roles of group members, the students gained the ability to
feel the issues from the clients' perspective and to see better what the
clients' thoughts and interests might be. The clients gained practice in
approaching decisions that the group would have to make, while in
the presence of supportive students.
B.

The Low-Income Tenant Co-Ops: Assisting in Decisionmaking
with More Complex Groups

From our experience with the not-for-profit groups we moved
into another form of lawyering, also with group clients. In these cases
the people with whom we worked were members of the boards of
directors of low-income tenant housing co-operatives. The board
members had expressed interest in having us help develop policies
that would be reflected in amendments to their governing documents. 19 Unlike the not-for-profit clients, the co-op clients (again,
more precisely, the individual members of the group clients, the coops) were persons who did not necessarily seek involvement with sophisticated legal matters. Instead, they merely happened to be in
place as ordinary tenants in buildings that were transformed into lowincome co-operative housing. The history through which the clients
became co-op owners and corporate directors is worth a bit of a
digression.
In New York City there have been cycles of residential housing
abandonment in which owners default on property taxes after they or
their predecessors have extracted the profits from a building without
conscientiously investing in repairs and maintenance. After the City
forecloses its tax lien, tenants who are living in the building remain as
19 Generally the documents.were by-laws, proprietary leases, house rules, and policy
resolutions to be adopted by the governing board. The thorniest issues were usually subletting rights, inheritance of shares, sale of apartments, and "primary residence"
requirements.
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tenants and the City "manages" the property as part of a vast stock of
residential housing in serious need of repair.20 The City, not wishing
to serve as permanent landlord, has had various programs for disposing of such buildings. Through one such program, it sells buildings to
the tenants in residence after the tenants form a corporation to
purchase and manage the building. Our clients had become co-op
members through this process.
Some of our clients were board members nearing the end of a
one-year term of office, some were newly elected to their first term,
and others had been in office many years because no one else was
willing to take on the responsibility. They were aware that unless they
got the backing of most of their neighbors in the co-op, in addition to
the present members of the board, no real change would come about.
This would not be an easy process. The issues being addressed were
not only divisive, but might even be unresolvable, as a practical
21
matter.
From the standpoint of interviewing and counseling, the work for
the co-op clients presented special challenges. We were facing real
and sometimes massive disputes within the co-ops. Each group was
still technically a single client, but a client of "many minds" at any
given time. Those "many minds" could shift in and out of agreement
as time passed and new information impinged on the lives of the individuals and the life of the group itself. Furthermore, the shifts could
occur for reasons that had nothing to do with what lawyers usually
think of as "information" or "reasons." Friendships, fears and "politics," for example, were always at play within the group. 2
20 See Andrew Scherer, Is There Life After Abandonment? The Key Role of New York
City's In Rem Housing in Establishingan Entitlement to Decent, Affordable Housing, 13
N.Y.U. RFv. L. & Soc. CHANrE 953, 953-63 (1984-85).
21 The tenants are often placed in the position of trying to manage buildings that are a
lost cause, buildings that cannot be properly maintained without the infusion of major

capital and full-time professional management.
The tenants who happen to be living in such a building are, by and large, destitute
persons, in the sense that they could not seek better housing even under the terrible conditions (rats, lack of heat, etc.) typically inflicted upon them during the abandonment period
and the period of City management. Generally speaking, the tenants do not personally
have cash reserves for making repairs. Yet such tenants are destined, through no fault of
their own, to be set up as co-operative owners, with complete management responsibility
for themselves and their neighbors.
The tenants also may or may not have the requisite non-money resources. There are
various programs to train and advise such tenants, but even in buildings with a history of

tenant activism, the tenant group that manages the co-op typically has the mark of an
organization that has taken on at least some of the awesome ownership/management responsibilities by default, not by choice.
22 See generally Stephen Ellmann, Client-CenterednessMultiplied-IndividualAutonomy
and Collective Mobilization in Public Interest Lawyers' Representation of Groups, 78 VA.
L. REv. 1103, 1135-70 (1992).
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Our preparation for this work was quite different from what lawyers generally do before meeting with an individual client. As in our
work with incipient not-for-profit corporations, we sought to understand our clients' decisionmaking experience and expectations. We
made a particularly extensive effort to identify our clients' likely concerns and decisionmaking problems.
Our engagement with our clients' decisionmaking processes was
also quite different from lawyers' usual work with individual clients,
and even from our own work with the not-for-profit groups. Unlike
those groups, many of the co-ops wanted us to teach them effective
decisionmaking strategies. These were not to be relationships where
we could simply recognize and appreciate the process that was already
there. We needed to help our clients deal with acute and frequent
possibilities for disagreement and discord. In the process, we realized
that "dispute provocation"-deliberately raising both actual and potential conficts-added a valuable dimension to our encounters with
our clients. One may need to conjure up likely disputes in order to
examine the methods for resolving them, reconciling them, or even
.avoiding them. Thus the problems we sought to address were quite
different from those in our other group practice. To resolve these
problems, we turned again to such techniques as role-play and modeling, though we also found other methods, including skills derived from
mediation, very helpful.
We embarked on what turned out to be a five-step plan. Four of
these steps are part of the broader program of studying clients' decisionmaking, while the last entails our intervention to affect those decisionmaking processes. The steps are: 1) studying the client (and the
full context for the legal problem); 2) listing the range of possible
structural disputes that the client might be experiencing; 3) doing the
same for more personally generated disputes; 4) trying to find the
methods of decisionmaking the client wants to use; and 5) "teaching"
the client a responsive decisionmaking process.
1.

Studying the client and the context.

Each student team examined the clients' existing documents, collected news articles and learned about financing and tenant/landlord
law. They did legal research and sought "industry knowledge" on the
history of low-income co-ops. Beyond that, they also considered the
range of experiences with the building that co-op members might have
had and the various perspectives they might have as a consequence.
They thought, for example, about tenants who had moved in recently,
residents who had endured twenty years of struggle for the building,
people who had spent money refurbishing their own apartments and
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who would want to recoup the value when they sold, members committed to keeping the building available for low-income persons, and
individuals who would want to live elsewhere and sublet at a profit.
This process helped the students prepare for at least a few of the diverse perspectives we would encounter, and paved the way for the
next steps I will describe.
2.

Listing potentialstructuralconflicts:

We next focused on the inherent or structural conflicts in the situation-as distinguished from those arising from more personal factors. The following potential and actual conflicts illustrate the
complexities we predicted:
a. Each member of a tenant co-op is simultaneously both a tenant
and an owner, both on the management side and on the non-management side of an issue.
b. Each co-op member might at some point want to sell the apartment to an outside purchaser and, at another point, might want to
stay in the building while others sell and move away. The same applies to subletting.
c. Each has an interest in keeping the assessed contribution towards building upkeep low, but also in having the building maintained well.
3. Naming and discussing human dynamics:
We considered the following as likely aspects of the clients' personally generated dynamics that would affect decisionmaking
processes:
a. There could be factions, but without clear lines for us to pursue
to determine, for example, the reasons that one faction was in the
ascendancy, the depth of support for a faction, or even the true bases for some of the dividing lines between and among the factions.
b. An individual's level of participation in co-op matters was subject to change at any time because of financial, family, health, and
other considerations.
c. There might be changes in the representative capacity of those
who met with us, as their position with their neighbors changed, and
as their views reflected varying degrees of personal, rather than
group, agendas.
d. Certain agendas were likely to be discussed candidly (or strategically) with neighbors or with us, while other agendas might be
kept private.
e. Various histories of the building's struggle and of individual participation over the years might be commonly shared and might or
might not be described to outsiders.
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f. There could be experiences and points of view that might not be
expressed to the group or to us because, for example, certain persons did not attend meetings. Possibly some people had given up
trying to express themselves due to language and other barriers, including historical events that caused them to be ostracized.
g. There would be variation in such individual skills as verbal expression, conceptualization of ideas, ability to win a following, or
problem solving. The skill levels, however, would not necessarily
correlate to such things as need, interest, wisdom, or political
power.
h. Some tenants would have considerable experience with housing
law which would make them apt to claim expertise in that and other
related areas.
i. We might encounter disillusionment with the legal process generally. At some point in the past the co-op might have retained a
private attorney to do its incorporation papers and possibly to conduct some litigation on the co-op's behalf. Co-op members had very
likely seen some of their own resources spent on the preparation of
legal papers whose tangible benefits were not readily feltP3
j. We could also face the effects of disillusionment with the court
system in particular, since any long-range value of our drafting efforts might depend upon the group's ability and will to use the judi24
cial system to carry out the policies expressed in our drafting.
Positive experience with the judicial system was apt to be quite rare
among the co-op members.
k. Our own status as free counsel supplied by a law school might
suggest that we would take roles that were more personal and partisan than other lawyers might choose to take. We might, it could be
supposed, "take sides" and decide who was "right" in any
disagreement.
In order to feel how these complexities might shape our work, we
experimented with role-plays in which the students of the class played
many of the possible roles of the co-op members. Sometimes in these
exercises we gave rough designations, with half the class in favor of a
23

To make matters worse, the work that we proposed to do largely focused on amend-

ing those very "boilerplate" documents that another attorney had produced. Thus, the
tenants were invited to consider the fact that the documents for which they had paid did
not necessarily serve their interests.
24

The students were astonished to have clients explaining to them why written docu-

ments might never be given the expected effect by a judge.
In this context, the possibly ephemeral nature of the conventional legal work that the
Clinic proposed to accomplish was striking. Even if the co-op could come together to

make decisions reflecting the consensus of the moment and a certain amount of wisdom in
predicting the future, and even if these decisions could be captured in well drafted documents, there remained a huge gulf between having policies and rights expressed on paper
and seeing those expressions reach fruition. For example, any right of the co-op which
might require litigation might be known (at least by the co-op members) to be unenforce-

able because of the cost.
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policy for whatever reasons they might devise and the other half being
against it. Sometimes we gave slips of paper drawn from a hat, with
specific facts for a particular role.
The purpose of these exercises was to see what would happen
when all of the views were elicited, listed, characterized in some fashion and then evaluated by the group-not only from each individual's
own partisan perspective but also from their shared perspective as the
managers of a building struggling for workable solutions and compromises in the real world. These exercises also gave the student lawyers practice in bringing forward for consideration views the clients
themselves might not articulate for one reason or another-and that
the students might need to elicit. By playing a role, the students could
feel the strength of the concerns they were expressing, and as they
heard themselves supplying the reasons for the views, they connected
quite passionately with the imagined perspectives of various clients.
4. Learning the process the client wants to use for decisionmaking:
The task of examining our clients' expectations and wishes in this
regard was especially important. The clients were keenly aware that
they did not have a smoothly functioning system that produced lasting
consensus or that even garnered much participation. The clients told
us how they had tried to manage meetings, publicize issues to the coop members, and deal with opposition, apathy, and other problems.
Some were exasperated by their lack of success. We sought to learn
from them both how they wanted their own organizations to function
and how they wanted us to work with them.
In our first meetings with co-op board members in our office, we
listened to their ideas on how we should conduct ourselves. We were
offering professional services, but, unlike lawyers engaged in most
task-driven client/lawyer relationships, we were completely open to
working out the how, what, and when of the relationship. Some
groups wanted us virtually to supplant them as a board of directors.
Many wanted our role in their decisionmaking process to start with
law teaching (explaining the law, giving examples of cases, answering
hypotheticals),5 and for us to follow that by conducting a form of
mediation (hearing out people's views and looking for solutions that
would accommodate as many interests as possible). At the other end
of the spectrum, one group initially wanted us to join in as members of
25 The law teaching was not an effective use of time and resources. The co-op members
had an inexhaustible supply of real-life issues from the world of the New York City Hous-

ing Court that left our students in the dust. Luckily, we learned this in role-plays in our
office and therefore developed a set speech that outlined the legal boundaries for the policies the co-op might adopt, in a manner that the clients found useful but that did not invite

a pop-quiz.
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the drafting subcommittee and "take good notes." We wanted to get
agreement on the general boundaries of our respective roles at the
outset and we found it useful to present our views on what our lawyerrole might be through examples and a few role-playing
demonstrations.
For example, if we were discussing whether we should attend a
meeting of the membership to explain what particular projects the
board had asked us to undertake, the students might suggest something like this:
At the meeting, you could introduce us and ask us to list the
projects we would like to work on. We would write each topic on a
chart that we will bring. You could stop us each time we mention a
particular topic, like subletting, and give an example of a problem
you have had with the current policy. We might then ask if anyone
else would like to mention something about the policy that shows
how it does serve some useful purpose (or could if correctly implemented). We will then move on to the next topic, you'll give the
positive comment about the current situation if there is a positive
side, and we'll ask someone else to give a negative example of how
the policy meeds to be changed.
Our clients were very likely to respond to such a suggestion by
proposing changes in the format or content. They acted like stage directors, warning us what would be foolish to attempt, and complimenting us on ideas that seemed useful. Next, we would start a roleplay to test the ideas, playing our own expected roles. In practice,
students and clients would often jump in to supply a line for each
other's roles. This kept things lively and also allowed us all to urge
ideas through role-playing rather than by discussion. The clients actually played multiple roles: one client might play himself, for example,
and then an outspoken member of the group, and finally a person
muttering to himself in the back of the room.
Through discussion and role-play we worked out the functions
that the board members wanted us to handle with the group. We also
saw first-hand in the role-plays that some of our clients (whether due
to the nature of their tasks, their particular life situation, or to historical relationships in the building), could quickly become exasperated
and defensive. We got a vivid preview of real life bitterness and despair in a way that we could never have understood through simple
conversation with our clients. If a role-play presented a flare-up, we
could ask about the source of the problem, and get some history. We
also got opinions, advice, and teaching from our clients-the unrivaled experts in this field of knowledge.
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5. Teaching a decisionmakingprocess that did not discredit
conflicting views:
When the students met with the full co-op membership, not just
the board, they attempted to teach the larger group an open, participatory decisionmaking process, similar to the process we had
worked with in classroom simulations and in role-plays with the board
members. We worked towards this objective after the board members
had described and demonstrated some of the difficulties they were
currently experiencing. The process we envisioned grew out of principles of mediation, principles to which we turned because of our belief
that aspects of mediation can help people who are bound into a continuing relationship to produce a workable resolution of their differences without leaving battle scars. 26 We were also encouraged by our

clients to hope that such a process would be interesting enough and
respectful enough to awaken participation by the co-op members.
Mediation precepts guided us to seek a process with three features. First, we explicitly wanted the various factions to devise their
own solutions. This was no place for an attorney-imposed regime. The
members would have to live with and implement their decisions, and
it would be counterproductive, we thought, to have outsiders impose a
preference. Second, we wanted to be sure that all conflicts got put out
on the table so that the various interests could be examined fully.
Third, we wanted to be able to hear the various disputes from the
position of neutral facilitator, and to teach our clients, for their future
endeavors, how to take on and perform that role themselves.
The students needed to demonstrate the application of these
principles to the members and leaders of the client groups. This demonstration was no simple matter, for the very divisions that had
plagued these groups might also have exhausted the members' patience with each other and sometimes even their willingness to listen
to each other's views. We turned again to role-playing, particularly to
role-playing in the course of our meetings with the groups' leaders, to
illustrate the way a facilitator could elicit diverse opinions without
judging them. Sometimes we followed up by leading the group meetings; sometimes the group leaders very quickly decided to apply these
techniques themselves.
It was not enough, however, to help the members of the co-ops to
listen to each other better. It was also important to assist them in
choosing the procedures by which they would actually decide what to
do in light of the conflicting views and concerns they now heard.
26 See generally CHRISTOPHER W. MooRE, THE MEDIATION PROCESS: PRACTICAL
STRATEGIES FOR RESOLVING CoNFIscr (1986); Jacqueline M. Nolan-Haley & Maria R.
Volpe, Teaching Mediation as a Lawyering Role, 39 J. LEGAL EDUC 571 (1989).
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There are many ways to settle disagreements, and we encouraged our
students to think creatively about possible alternatives, and to bring
the clients into this process of brainstorming.27 We offered our assistance in this respect not through role-playing but through discussionand this Article's emphasis on role-playing should not obscure the
value that respectful, undramatic conversation also has in assisting client decisionmaking.
The students were able to set up a discussion framework in which
the co-op members and leaders seemed to be contributing something
close to the fullness of their experience, and to be making at least
some of the very difficult choices they confronted. This is not to say
that all of the legal problems were thereby solved, but only that we
were able to facilitate a process that seemed authentic and useful to
our clients. The co-op members displayed an artistry in expressing
themselves that certainly expanded the student lawyers' repertoire.
"Hypothetical" storytelling abounded, sometimes to disclose real information indirectly, sometimes to employ the persuasive power of a
story for advocacy. We discovered that many clients already had familiarity with mediation and "alternatives-to-violence techniques"
from their experience at work, school or in community training programs. They seemed to feel at home with some aspects of the model,
although ingrained meeting styles (sometimes as boisterous as British
parliamentary debate) were still part of the mix.
The decisionmaking methods that we and our clients introduced
to the co-ops seemed to be well-liked and workable, but we did not
27 We set out in our teaching materials some ideas on decisionmaking, to spark the
students to work with their clients on devising possible methods that the client would want
to employ:
Here are some possible decision-making methods that you or the group may
propose:
a. Split the difference.
b. Trade-off (one group gets its way on X, and the other wins Y, assuming that
the solution does not do damage to the whole plan).

c.

Majority vote, or vote by something higher or lower than a majority.

d.

Do not decide the question (this may mean keeping the status quo, or it may
mean waiting for an outside event that will have implications on the
decision-making, such as the election of a new board).
Ask a different body to decide (the full group, an outside expert, arbitrators,

e.

the president of the group).
f.

Defer for further study (this may actually mean giving time for a coalition to
form to put together a political solution).
g. Adopt one position for a trial period.
h. Schedule a formal debate with thorough preparation on the question.
i. Decide an abstract version of the question, and let the specific policy be
guided by that decision.
Barbara Schatz & Mary Marsh Zulack, Organizing a New York Not-for-Profit, Tax-Exempt Corporation 229-30 (1991).
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collect feed-back on them as we might have. At the time, we thought
of a decisionmaking method as just the necessary first step towards
getting policy guidelines drafted and implemented. In retrospect, the
decisionmaking process may have been our major contribution to our
co-op clients, for these groups will probably have many years of lively
internal disputes to contend with.
For each decision point in the future, we hope that these
groups-and the not-for-profits as well-will consciously bring all the
conflicting interests out into the open, and will consciously choose a
method for making their decisions. We also hope that they will use
role-play for at least some of its valuable functions: hearing from the
other person's perspective, testing for the likely reaction of others,
and getting the feel for how a policy will "fit" before buying into it
completely. And I hope that lawyers working with such groups will
also employ, evaluate and improve the kinds of techniques I have discussed here.
II.

WORKING WITH INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS:

THE ROLE OF ROLE-PLAY

In the context of work with group clients, we learned much about
decisionmaking processes. We learned how to discover from the clients their own processes. We learned how to use the clients' methods
and how to help them devise others. Having discovered the importance of role-play and the importance of insuring that differing points
of view are actually stated, we looked for the applicability of these
methods in representing individuals in litigated disputes.2 As we discover and refine particular uses of role-play, we have broadened our
understanding of how and why it works, and when and how to use it.
Our work with individual clients has confirmed that role-playing
is a powerful technique. It opens a window to important decisionmaking material for individual clients, material that otherwise might remain closed to us. It affects all parties to the role-play as they interact
with each other in role. It deepens understanding, reveals sometimes
28 This work is done in the Fair Housing Clinic, which represents complainants-individuals or couples-who have encountered housing discrimination based on race, national
origin or the presence of children in the family.
We sometimes worry about whether a couple is a group and should be treated as such.
Would we feel more comfortable if we insisted on seeing the whole debate within a couple
on whether to accept a settlement offer? Could the process work the same way as it does
with our openly contentious group clients? Obviously, we do not wish to invade our clients'
privacy. Nonetheless, we have learned that couples appreciate a role-play as part of the
decisionmaking process, even if they go home to make the actual decision in private.
Groups also do their own caucusing, and quite often would get back to us with decisions
they had forged out of our presence.
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inarticulate but important concerns, and helps clients and lawyers
work together more flexibly and courageously.
To understand its impact for individual clients, we need first to
consider the problems with the more conventional interviewing and
counseling techniques. Role-playing, however, is not simply a corrective measure for certain weaknesses of other techniques. Properly
used-and we will continue to look at what that entails-it has special
strengths of its own, strengths "undreamt of" in the framework of
conventional lawyering skills. I will focus here on three aspects of the
use of role-playing with individual clients: its enhancement of client
decisionmaking; its reinforcement of clients' abilities not only to decide but also to act flexibly and resourcefully in addressing a legal
problem; and its attractiveness to clients.
A.

The Limitations of Client-CenteredLawyering

Influential commentators on the processes of interviewing and
counseling clients endorse a method of helping clients make their own
decisions by having the attorney and client develop a list of all the
29
advantages and disadvantages that can be imagined for each choice.
This step is certainly a good device to make lawyers think things
through analytically, and to curb, in some measure, our tendency to
give primary consideration to our own intuitively favored course of
action. 30 One problem from the client's perspective, however, is that
we may not know enough of the client's value system even to identify
all the realms in which it is appropriate for us to be looking for pros
and cons. We assume certain considerations (time, expense, likelihood
of success) will be relevant to every client, and perhaps they are. But
the conventional list of pros and cons cannot be customized to the
particular client until we know more about the ramifications that
might be dreamt of by the particular client. As a result, what can easily happen is that a passive client listens respectfully to a list the attorney has taken the lead in preparing, and appears to have not a clue
about how to turn all that information into the basis for making
choices.
The client-centered lawyer is supposed to avoid this dismal prospect by asking the client what considerations really are important, and
then pursuing whatever points the client raises. Doing so is valuable,
but by itself such questioning may not work. An attorney and client
might set out to discuss the full array of strengths and difficulties in
29 See BINDER ET AL., supra note 5, at 292-308.
30 See Carl J. Hosticka, We Don't Care About What Happened, We Only Care About
What Is Going to Happen: Lawyer-Client Negotiation of Reality, 26 Soc. PROBS. 599
(1979), for a painful description of assembly-line lawyering.
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the client's life, agree on which ones can and cannot be addressed in
the particular legal matter, and agree also on what else the client
might do about the problems that will not be addressed by the legal
representation. They might then agree to keep in mind the place of
each aspect of the client's life in formulating decisions for the case.
But why would a client let an attorney intrude so much? And
how can an attorney know whether the relevant information has been'
touched upon, no matter how comprehensive the interview? My belief
is that point-blank questioning, particularly at the initial stages of the
relationship, is not the right method. The lawyer could hardly come
close to knowing all the questions to ask even if he or she listened
intently for the minute facts that come in only around the edges. Even
when the client chose to slide obliquely relevant issues and information into the conversation, their importance might not register.
B. Role-Playing as an Aid to Clients' Decisionmaking
Role-playing can bridge the gap between attorney and client that
more direct questions and explicit statements sometimes cannot cross.
Role-plays are stories, with all the persuasive and revelatory impact
that stories can have. They are particularly gripping stories, because
both narrator and listener are transformed by the role-play into participants in the creation of the story.31 These are extremely rich en31 See Gerald P. L6pez, Lay Lawyering, 32 UCLA L. Rv. 1 (1984). L6pez describes a
world of roles and stories that is rich in insights for the use of role-playing. In bringing to
life the perspective of a person about to try to persuade another by telling that person a
story, Ldpez explains that "[a] storyteller, in other words, must impersonate his audience in
advance. The purpose is to try to gauge the perspective of the listener and to adopt modes
of communication that will be likely to persuade the listener." Id. at 28-29.
As L6pez explains the extraordinary power of stories, one could substitute "role-play"

for "story": "Stories can capture not only diverse but otherwise hard to articulate reasons
for particular responses to social relationships. A circumstance that resists reduction into

some authoritative and unambiguous proposition may be persuasively expressed in all its
complexities in a well-told story." Id. Moreover, "[s]tories by their very nature can appeal
to what is, by convention, still taboo in a culture. Because facts themselves capture and
reflect values, what cannot be argued explicitly can be sneaked into a story. Indeed, the
genius of storytelling as an act of persuasion is that it buries argument in the facts .... Put
differently, relevance is for story a much looser standard than it is for argument." Id. at 3233.

Richard Delgado's account of the power of narrative similarly emphasizes the revelations that story can bring, and helps us to understand the impact of stories told through
role-play:
Stories humanize us. They emphasize our differences in ways that can ultimately
bring us closer together. They allow us to see how the world looks from behind
someone else's spectacles. They challenge us to wipe off our own lenses and ask,
"Could I have been overlooking something all along?"
Telling stories invests text with feeling, gives voice to those who were taught to
hide their emotions. Hearing stories invites hearers to participate, challenging their
assumptions, jarring their complacency, lifting their spirits, lowering their defenses.
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counters, so rich as to defy easy categorization or summary. Here I
will focus on three aspects of role-playing that we have found of value
in enhancing our clients' decisionmaking. First, role-plays do not run
by rule, and their flexibility helps clients to approach decisions flexibly. Second, role-playing can readily incorporate "participants" who
are not actually present for the performance, but whose views and
reactions may be critical to the client's decision. Third, role-plays can
grip the lawyer's attention, and so help the lawyer to respond more
fully to the client.
1. Encouragingflexibility:
Role-playing provides flexibility. It gives clients a way to test
ideas by means other than debate, and to present information outside
a question/answer format. There are trial runs, start-overs, and
switches of role. The client can comfortably bring to bear the client's
own values, thought processes, level of courage, and other traits. Even
when clients cannot articulate their goals in dry logical terms, they can
both discover them and communicate them through the process of
playing out a scene. This is the way many people actually do make
decisions: they imagine a choice so vividly that they "experience"
themselves in the role of moving into the home on Elm Street, and
then immediately recognize that their true wish is to join the circus
and leave town.
2. Bringing in absent parties:
A further advantage of role-playing is that clients can bring other
people into the process, not literally, but through the role-play. Attorneys often feel dismayed when clients change their minds because of
input from friends and relatives-people with strong views, valued
opinions, and long-term intimate access to the client. Attorneys may
wish they could convene a session with these advice-givers, to hear
and perhaps answer their concerns. For reasons of confidentiality and
client autonomy this is rarely even attempted, but it does not diminish
the wish for an opportunity to answer the advisor who is filling the
client's ear with concepts of "street law," or "the settlement my sisterin-law got."
If the decisionmaking role-play includes a segment in which the
client uses the advisors in his or her life as figures in the role-play,
questions such as "How will I explain this to X?" will be worked
through. (Role-plays of this sort, in which group leaders played out
their potential interactions with their members, were at the heart of
Richard Delgado, Storytelling for Oppositionists and Others: A Plea for Narrative, 87
MicH. L. Rnv. 2411, 2440 (1989).
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our work with our group clients.) The client has an opportunity to
hear his or her own response to the expected reactions of these important figures from the client's life, and to consider whether a particular
decision really does satisfy the concerns that these role-played advisors express.
The flexibility of the process allows the client to test these matters
from many different angles. For instance, we might initially take the
client's role in explaining to the imagined friend, with the client probing, questioning and criticizing from the role of the valued person. We
might then switch to let the client play his or her own role. If several
possible decisions are played through in this manner, the client will
participate in raising and weighing the advantages and disadvantages,
and we will get to learn what it is that the client considers important.
Even if clients do only part of their weighing of a decision with our
participation, we have discovered that it is likely that they will take
the role-play model away with them, and continue to employ it.32
3. Focusing the lawyer's attention:
Just as important as the client's increased grasp of a decision, I
believe, is our enhanced capacity as attorneys to pay attention to the
clients' communication when it is presented in the dramatic form of a
role-play. The judgmental barriers that often spring up in attorneys
when debate is joined are lowered during a role-play. Like our clients,
we become more experimental and more willing to try out different
configurations and possibilities. We also dare to enter into a realistic
examination of the complexities and uncertainties of the project.
Both attorney and client, I find, are likely to enjoy the process enough
to present more issues for decision than otherwise.
Through role-play, clients tell us more, and we hear more of what
they tell us. Their decisions register with us. We know how and why
they were made, and we can be well guided as we plan and implement
the lawyering tasks. What we know, moreover, is not simply the client's wishes on some narrow question. If decisions have been played
out through the role-play process, the attorney may have a profound
sense of what choices would fit with the client's preferences, from having observed the client's approach to choices in a dynamic presentation. The process generates a level of understanding that will be
critical at those junctures when the attorney alone must extrapolate to
reach an approximation of the client's views, as the matter proceeds
along its zig-zag path.
32 See text at page 623 infra.
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C. Role-Playing as an Aid to Client Action
Until now I have focused primarily on the use of role-playing to
assist individual clients in making choices about matters that their attorneys will then handle. Other important considerations are how clients themselves will perform, at deposition or trial, and how the
lawyer and client will work together, on such tasks as maneuvering
through negotiations. Role-playing is valuable in all of these contexts.
It is useful for teaching skills, examining planned action, and revisiting
ideas without having to lecture or argue about them. Moreover, as we
will see, its value is not just in technical skills improvement but in
fostering a new way for role-players to exercise judgment. Finally,
role-playing can help lawyers and clients to develop their capacity for
joint action.
1.

Technical skills improvement:

Conventional uses of role-playing in litigation preparation involve clients playing their own roles. For example, we commonly prepare clients for deposition by staging a mock deposition, a role-play in
which students play the roles of defending and examining attorneys.
Before the role-play we and our client watch an instructional videotape prepared by the ABA that illustrates certain "rules" of deposition testimony by showing various scenes from depositions. The actors
in the scenes make blunders, and predictably get caught in unfortunate consequences. This is modeling (by the videotape actors rather
than ourselves), done as a way of impressing us all with basic concepts, and also as a way of letting us get the feel of a depositionwhere the court reporter sits, and so forth. We then do our own roleplay. We videotape the session and play back selected moments of the
tape so clients can contrast the effect, for example, of answering a
question they did not fully understand with the effect of telling the
questioner they did not understand the question. This is typical skills
practice, in role.
We also use role-playing as one element of a process of planning
client testimony that includes straightforward skills practice but also
seeks to enlist the client's judgment much more directly than attorneys often do. This process can be an effective method of escaping the
mechanical preparation, and unmechanical surprises, that often
plague lawyers presenting a client on direct examination. Attorneys
customarily chart out a direct examination that covers all the bases,
and then in trial preparation take the client through key questions that
will be asked. I have always suspected that this run-through was not
adequate preparation, mainly because I have seen too many clients on
the stand turn to the judge in the middle of direct examination and
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say: "Your Honor, may I say something?" At such moments all the
lawyers on the back benches of the court look at one another, as if to
say: "Oh-oh. Here it comes." When the judge gives permission, the
client indeed blurts out some cherished but damaging information, the
story the client really wants someone to hear (even if, on reflection,
the judge might not be that someone).
We can lead clients to forego this adventure on the witness stand
by joining with them in a different type of adventure. When we prepare for the direct examination of a client, we now borrow from the
role-play concept in the course of shaping the form and content of the
examination. We start by asking the client to plan, and then to walk us
through, everything she would like to tell the judge; in a sense, we ask
her to play the role of the attorney scripting testimony. What she
presents to us can include documents, pictures and of course testimony. We will hear it all and see it all. We will add essential topics if
they have been forgotten, and revise the sequence with the client's
help so it is logical and memorable. What the client tells us in this
process is often (but not always) organized into concepts the client can
readily remember, and often with a relevance and logic that are valid,
if we only pause to consider them. If the client understands the case
well, the plan will be a good preliminary sketch for a well-organized
direct examination.
If anything completely out of bounds is on the client's mind, we
discover it. Sometimes the problem can best be solved through discussion-for example, by explaining the hearsay rule's limits on what
the client can say and outlining the testimony of another witness who
will cover the subject. Then, perhaps by a role-played cross-examination or an objection, argument and ruling, the client might show us, or
we might show the client, why that material does not belong in the
direct examination. A few moments of mock cross-examination or a
bit of summation in the role of opposing counsel usually makes a
point more vividly (and more acceptably) than any amount of explaining and advising.
2.

Fosteringjudgment

Role-playing's impact on action, however, goes far beyond providing an opportunity to assess particular bits of proposed conduct.
Consider this example:
Students came to ask me how a judge was likely to handle the
first scheduling conference on a case. Could I tell them what to expect? I started describing the ritualistic way the judge conducted
such a conference and suggesting what the students should probably
say and when they should say it. I thought I was being accurate and
helpful, but then realized from their blank looks that, for these stu-
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dents with no courtroom experience, my explanation was not
registering.
I stopped the instruction/description and began a inini-roleplay, playing the role of the judge. The first benefit of this was the
enlightenment I experienced. As soon as I heard from the judge's
role the things I had just advised the students to say, I knew that the
judge could react negatively. The students and I then took turns
playing the judge role for parts of the expected events at the conference. In this process we came up with a range of possible things the
judge might say and developed a range of acceptable responses for
us to use. Our ideas were not only shaped by putting ourselves in a
"real" context, but also by our realization that we had previewed
just some among many possibilities, and that we needed, above all,
to be flexible, responsive, and not too narrowly scripted.
Similarly, our experience with one particular pair of clients tellingly demonstrated that role-play truly does provide more than skills
practice. What role-play offers clients is a real data-base on which to
make judgments about proposed action, and practice in using that
data to evaluate pending conduct. From the role-play the client has
real experience to bring to bear, in deciding, as the case progresses,
what choices to make. Here is the story:
Students were preparing two clients to be deposed. We followed our basic procedure with them, including practicing a mock
deposition. One client was unhappy with the strictures imposed by
our "rules" and felt that he sounded ignorant when he did not volunteer, and when he held back from stating what had probably happened when he lacked first-hand knowledge. We tried to encourage
him to rethink this, urging upon him the notions that he would be
perceived by the opposing counsel as powerful, not ignorant, and
that he could really control the deposition if he just followed the
"rules." His wife, who in her own practice sessions was adept at
putting our "rules" into effect, suggested that we show him some of
her videotaped practice session, a model of circumspection and accuracy. We did, and it did not help.
We learned that the clients continued the deposition role-play
They proudly reported to us that when the husband
home.
at
played the role of examining attorney questioning his wife (who
again followed the "rules") he directly felt the power of a witness
who answers only the question posed, and he understood. Once he
felt that his conduct would be perceived by an attorney the same
way he had just perceived his wife's, he took to the "rules" quite
readily.

Indeed, one of the primary reasons we propose relying extensively on a role-play model for teaching a client decisionmaking
processes is that there is per se value to it. The clients will gain understanding, skills and self-confidence in judging a variety of situations,
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assets that will be available to them in approaching other problems.
Much as the tenant co-op leaders emerged from their relationship
with the student lawyers better equipped to deal with what had otherwise been random, chaotic events, so too an individual client may recognize that she has gained insights and tools for solving other
problems. To make this contribution to the lives of our clients, it is
particularly important for lawyers and clients to work together in a
decisionmaking process that is respectful and reinforcing-as roleplay is.
3. Developing the capacity for joint action by clients and lawyers:
A range of examples suggests another important lesson about
role-playing, and indeed about effective lawyering work: the benefits
of role-play in preparing for litigation are primarily the benefits that
come from lawyers and clients making decisions together and practicing how to do so. Suppose-to take an example from legal services
rather than clinical practice-that a lawyer is representing a client in
New York's Housing Court.33 To prepare themselves to move ably
through litigation in the Housing Court, the attorney and client might
role-play predictable events. The lawyer might pose a problem:
If the landlord's attorney says to the judge: "The tenant should deposit the unpaid rent into court since we have to wait a month for a
trial," and the judge says, "Why, yes, what about that, Ms. Legal
Aid," what could I say?
The issue is sure to come up. Advance preparation and joint decisionmaking will create possibilities for responses that will feel comfortable, and consequently somewhat powerful, as client and lawyer
confront this and other predictable moments in the litigation. Exploring and role-playing this particular issue, for example, is an efficient
and respectful way to engage the client on several vital matters:
a) does the client have the rent money, b) is disclosing the tenant's
financial situation to the court and the adversary prudent, and
c) should a request to hand over the money before the case is even
heard be resisted, and if so, for what reasons. One can imagine how
different this exercise feels to a client when compared to one likely
alternative, namely harsh questions put by one's own lawyer: "Tell
me, do you have the rent money? Can you get it if the judge asks for
a deposit?"
33 See Homer C. La Rue, Developing an Identity of Responsible Lawyering Through
Experiential Learning, 33 HASmNGS L. 1147, 1155 (1991-92) for vivid descriptions of

Rent Court (the Baltimore equivalent of the New York City Housing Court), and for an
account of how the student, performing in his role as an attorney, was enabled by his
allegiance to the client to recognize the failure of the judicial system to hear "those
subordinated by race, gender, or class." Id.
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Another role-play could address the types of abusive conduct the
tenant might observe in the court. It is clear, at least to those who
customarily practice in the Housing Court, that tenants there are subjected to intentional intimidation designed to impel them to settle
their cases. This issue is as real as any others in the case. 34 To prepare
for this, the lawyer and client might first discuss what they could do in
one such situation:
Client: What if my friend has her case on the same day, and we
see the lawyer for my landlord standing in the hallway being nasty
in the way he talks to her? Should we do something about it even
though it has nothing to do with our case?
Lawyer: As a lawyer who is in court almost every day, I could
go over, ask the lawyer to come speak with me privately, and then
tell him that he should be more respectful.
Client: Maybe. I think that might make him just get really
nasty. What if you go into the courtroom and ask the judge's law
clerk to come outside and join the conference, so that somebody in
authority hears what is really going on?
Lawyer: That's a good idea. What else could we try?
Client: Is there a way we could talk to my friend and let her
know that she can tell that lawyer that he can't talk to her like that?
After this brief discussion to set the scene, the two would role-play
their choice to see if it really made sense. Even if the example does
not occur, the attorney and the client have practiced dealing with hallway abuse, and will almost be looking forward to it, rather than being
fearful or caught off guard.
A client and an attorney who work from such a base of understanding and collaboration can make shrewd choices in handling the
litigation. When both have candidly imagined, discussed and roleplayed events that will possibly happen in court and the ways to handle them, they can be creative in facing the unexpected. They can be
the ones who propose a novel solution to a problem and have it accepted. They, by virtue of being flexible and resourceful, are probably
better grounded than any other force in the court. They won't panic.
If it takes time to accomplish this level of preparation, it is less time
than it would take to chase around after a client one has alienated,
less time than it would take to try to undo mistakes based upon mis34

An interesting project

sponsored by the City Wide Task Force on the Housing Court,

Inc., is proposing a study of the particular afflictions experienced by women litigants in the

Housing Court in New York City. This projectis still in formation, but it has called atten-

tion to the wide range of problems that women experience in that court, and the pervasiveness of sexist abuse in that court. See generally Deborah R. Hensler, Studying Gender
Bias in the Courts: Stories and Statistics, 45 STAN. L. REv. 2187 (1993) (an introduction to
the Preliminary Report of the Ninth Circuit Gender Bias Task Force, with examples of
many of the well-known aspects of gender bias in the courts).
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communication with one's client, and less time than explaining, after
the fact, why the judge made a devastating ruling about depositing
rent money.
D. Role-Playing'sAttractiveness for Clients
I am often asked whether role-playing does not fail rather frequently because some people simply are not good at acting and do not
want to attempt it. Why, we might wonder, should we stir up trouble
with those clients who seem relaxed and confident conveying information in standard discussion mode? What would attract them to something as odd as a role-play? And what about those who seem too
timid to do any "playing"? W'll they feel demeaned or coerced by the
process? These questions raise important concerns, but concerns that
should not be overstated. For a number of reasons, the difficulties that
role-playing may create for some clients are more modest than these
questions might suggest, and the attractions of this technique from the
perspective of many or most clients much greater than these questions
seem to acknowledge.
We should remember, as an initial matter, that when people experience a role, whether by playing it or watching it, they ordinarily can
"get inside" it whether or not they have any particular talent at mimicry. Getting inside the role is really what counts-not the performance skill. 35 And when people are in role (whether simulated or real),
as we know from the learning experiences of clinical students, their
insights become powerful. They are able to perceive things even as
spectators that were not available to them in discussion mode.
Precisely because we can anticipate different levels of shyness
among various clients, moreover, we can respond by initiating the use
of role-playing more gradually with those clients who seem more hesitant.36 Clients may enjoy and benefit from first watching us play vari35 If the client takes the role of judge or lawyer, be prepared for a virtuoso performance. The opportunity to bear down in the "authority" role must tap into a lifetime of
frustration with school principals, bosses, siblings-we all have our models.
36 We can also-and we should-set our role-plays in contexts with which the client is
as familiar as possible. For example, clients often begin the process of decisionmaking by
feeling tremendously unfamiliar with the legal processes in which they are engaged. We
address this problem by asking clients to tell us about experiences they have had that may
be similar to the litigation at hand, what they liked and did not like about those expe-"
riences, and how they feel this project could be carried out in a manner that meets their
highest hopes. We are likely to hear about the neighbor's case that had such-and-such a
result; the small claims court hearing where the judge wouldn't let the client ask any questions but ruled in her favor; or the client's expectation that if she gives us a letter explaining everything we'll "take care of it." Guided by this sketch of the way the client is thinking
about things, we can present possibilities and play them out through role-plays which explore the comparisons and contrasts between the experiences the client brings to the roleplay and those he or she is now encountering.
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ous roles, even if they hold back from more overt participation until
they get more comfortable. We might, for example, model one of the
roles with which the client may be most familiar, by offering a simple
demonstration of our current thinking about an opening statement for
the client's case.
In addition, even if the initiation into role-playing is challenging
for some clients, it helps build their confidence for the many other
moments of self-assertion involved in legal matters. Clients, after all,
will have to be active at many points-in discussion with their lawyers, on the witness stand and in other public settings. A dignifying
relationship between client and lawyer is also unlikely to flourish if
one side contributes all the creativity. Role-playing may be almost
necessary precisely in order to bring the client into full participation,
and so it is part of our responsibility as lawyers, I believe, to give clients that gentle push, from time to time, that will make them willing to
take center stage.
Perhaps most important, clients usually enjoy role-playing. Indeed, the fact that clients enjoy role-playing is itself a good reason for
employing this technique. There are at least seven aspects of roleplaying that contribute to making it a positive experience for clients.
First, it is "pretend" and there are free "do-overs." A role-play is just
a way to get the feel of how things might work out-not an intimidating audition for a movie role. Second, clients get to select their role,
and to switch to other roles as they wish. Third, clients get the opportunity to bring things up that they know are important but otherwise
find it difficult to talk about. Fourth, clients observe that role-play information is heard respectfully and even enthusiastically although it is
not presented in "high-style" argument. Fifth, the process of roleplaying relaxes all the participants, and that has its own impact on
reducing the fear and formality in the client-lawyer relationship. Just
as clients relax when they see around them even a bit of inclusive
kindliness and joviality among staff members in an office, so too they
become noticeably bolder and more relaxed in the comfort of roleplay endeavors. They gather that they can "be themselves"-and be
anybody else, for that matter, as part of contributing ideas. Sixth, roleplaying is not only an opportunity for clients to learn and choose; it
gives them opportunities to evaluate their attorneys' performance (in
role) and, hopefully, to be encouraged by what they see. If not encouraged, then at least they know where some of the issues lie. Seventh, and finally, the very drama of the experience seems to heighten
both attention and enjoyment. The high relief characterization of various roles illuminates complex ideas and relationships. In short, if the
environment is both safe and experimental, if the client selects the
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role, and if we as lawyers plunge in first, a client will be not only receptive, but downright tickled by the opportunity to meet us on an
equal footing, in a role-play. The impact of this adventure can be
37
profound.
It can be profound, however, only if the technique is not misused.
If mis-applied, role-playing will lose both its attractiveness and its impact. Two possible misapplications deserve particular attention here:
the possibility that clients will be offended inadvertently while "playing" themselves, and the possibility that clients will be coerced deliberately by lawyers using role-play to "prove" the rightness of their
advice.
It is important for clients to play their own roles and prepare to
meet the possible challenges they will encounter when they play themselves "for real," but, when clients play themselves, what is said to
them "in role" may be felt by them "in person." Clients playing their
own roles are, after all, in a position where other participants can critique, push and pull. Testing the strength of those pressures may be
the point of the exercise, but that point may get lost. Suppose, for
37 Much of what I have just said can also be expressed in the proposition that roleplaying is a particularly powerful teaching/learning method for adult learners-here, the
attorney and the client. Frank Bloch has identified four basic assumptions of adult education: "(1) Learning should be through mutual inquiry by teacher and student (adults' selfconcept as self-directing); (2) emphasis should be on active, experiential learning (role of
experience in adult learning); (3) learning should relate to changes in the student's social
roles (readiness to learn) and (4) learning should be presented in the context of problems
that students are likely to face (orientation to learning)." Frank S. Bloch, The Andragogical Basis of Clinical Legal Education, 35 VAND. L. Rav. 321, 333 (1982). Role-playing fits
well with each of these criteria.
Minna Kotkin has turned to considerations of learning theory to argue for the value of
modeling as a technique of clinical teaching. See Kotkin, supra note 9, at 194-202. 1 also
endorse modeling (with students and with clients). As I have already suggested, modeling
can be seen as a "one-way role-play"; often, it is actually a two-way role-play, in which the
observer of the modeling is actually learning through role as well. See text at note 9 supra.
Kotkin herself illustrates this point. After describing a role assumption process that starts
with interviewing simulations followed by critiques, she writes:
For some students, however, the methodology simply does not work. Despite the
students' ability to articulate interviewing theory and identify shortfalls in their own
performance, the second interview is no more skillful than the first. In those circumstances, the supervisor may fall back on more directive feedback, which only succeeds in decreasing the students' ability to engage in self-reflection, undermines selfconfidence and further inhibits experiential learning. I have found that the only way
to break out of this cycle is through modeling by the supervisor what, in essence,
amounts to role reversal The supervisor takes on the lawyer's role, the student plays
the client... [which] does seem to lead to a sometimes dramatic improvement in a
student's ability to translate thinking into effective performance as compared to directive feedback, which takes the form of a teacher pronouncing what is good and what
is bad.
Kotkin, supra, at 199 (emphasis added). One way of viewing the process Kotkin describes
is that the student learned much about the lawyer's role by being in the client's role.
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example, that a client is being cross-examined by his or her own lawyer (playing opposing counsel). 38 A client whose own lawyer is repeatedly critical and harsh-even though the lawyer does so while
"playing" opposing counsel, and even though the lawyer claims to be
acting this way to save the client from a painful experience later onmay become uncomfortable, hurt, and defensive. Not all clients react
39
this way, but some do.
These dangers can be reduced. It is not always essential for the
client to play his or her own role. In the case of the husband who was
unwilling to follow our deposition guidelines, for example, the crucial
insight he obtained came when he played the role of an opposing lawyer while his wife acted as the deponent. 40 It is often important to give
the client a choice of roles; the client who selects a role may be disposed to learn from the experience because he or she has chosen to
have it. And when clients are playing their own roles-as they very
often will-it is always a good idea to state clearly, in advance, that
the purpose of the role-play is to experiment with ideas and
suggestions.
Lawyers do not ordinarily seek to offend their clients in role-play,
but they may be tempted to try to pressure their clients through this
technique. One should not, we believe, use role-play as a glib substitute for open-minded discussion and engagement. Most importantly,
role-play simply will not work if employed coercively. It is not a way
to "prove" that another's ideas are off-base.
We have seen some attempts at coercive role-plays in our simulated interviews, and these attempts have illustrated the reasons that
coercive role-playing fails. We might, for example, ask a student who
is in the process of learning role-play concepts to do a simulated interview with a client, in the course of which the actor-client espouses a
selfish-sounding goal. Rather than taking time to examine the client's
reasons and to consider that selfishness has its place, and rather than
taking issue with the client directly, some students decide that they
can prove to the client that this goal is narrow-minded and should be
38 For a discussion of role-play as a tool in preparing clients to testify, see pages 620-622
supra.
39 I may be overestimating the discomfort of being attacked by one's own lawyer who is
playing the adversary's role. In practice sessions, the student taking that role always begins
by explaining to the client that he or she has full allegiance to the case and warm feelings
for the client, that this is just a way of testing out some ideas, and so forth. Perhaps this
pre-apology is not so important. Time after time clients light up with enthusiasm when the
"opposing" student really bears down on the client in the role-play. I realize now that the

intensity of the student's performance actually can be reassuring for the client, because in
this respect the student is modeling skills for the client's appraisal, and showing a competence that the client appreciates.
40 See page 622 supra.
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abandoned. The minute one decides to use role-play to "prove" rather
than to "experiment," one fundamental value of the process is lost:
the person who is out to prove something can no longer hear attentively and without pre-judging.
The target of this proof is also likely to smell a rat. Thus a student
in this simulated interview might peremptorily ask the actor-client to
step into the other side's shoes, and to voice the other side's (predictable) criticism of the client's goal. ("Pretend you are person X and tell
me your reaction to what you have just outlined.") This is very different in substance, though not in form, from asking for a possible story
from another perspective; here the student is asking the client to deliver judgment on his or her goal, from a hostile perspective. In short,
this role-play is a device by which the students seek to control their
client. They hope that this technique will let them duck responsibility
for a forthright exploration of troublesome issues, but their demeanor
gives them away. Almost invariably, the actor-client refuses to "play,"
refuses to take the assigned role and to be "used" against himself or
herself. The actors know they are being cornered and set up so that
the students can demonstrate that they (the clients) are "wrong."
The need to avoid coercion does not, however, mean that lawyers
must shy away from disagreements with their clients, or from embodying their own judgments in the way they .act in the course of roleplays. Let me illustrate this distinction with an example that also reflects how many forms of experience and learning can be in operation
in a single role-play. This role-play took place in the course of our
effort to resolve a sharp difference with one of our clients over negotiation strategy in a housing discrimination case. Here is the situation:
In that crucial period before depositions, with a fixed trial date
looming, our client urged us to adopt his well thought-out strategy
for our settlement negotiations. The first offer by our adversaries
had been promising, but certainly not enough to settle the case. We
had relayed the offer to our clients (a married couple) with the
message that we were encouraged by this initial offer and would
continue to seek a higher figure. One client quickly scheduled a
special meeting with us so that he (without his wife) could come in
and tell us exactly how to negotiate. Rightly or wrongly, we had not
intended to offer him any input into the technical side of the negotiation, expecting merely to relay offers to him and his wife and to
keep them up to date on how things looked.
His idea was that we should name a figure as a "take it or leave
it" proposition and give the other side just a short period of time to
accept it, while threatening to take it off the table if opposing counsel did not accept it by the deadline. There was nothing outlandish
about the idea, certainly, and our client explained the power of such
a strategy by calling our attention to the excitement in a store when
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the loudspeaker announces a manager's special: "For the next
twenty minutes only, jackets in our menswear department, regularly
$250, are marked down to $125." I did not want to adopt the strategy and I sensed that the students had mixed feelings. Negotiations
had been inching along quite well. The students had been planning
and caucusing, feeding some impressive information to opposing
counsel but protecting other aspects of the case. The "take it or
leave it" figure our client named would have introduced a lower
demand figure than the one we were currently working from, and
we told him that we thought it would only be taken as a new starting
point that would be used to work us down to a lower compromise.
We thought we could achieve more if we stuck to our own process.
We argued the merits for a while. We pointed out that the
shoppers can fully examine the jackets, but in our case depositions
had not been held. The store will do all right even if no jackets are
sold, but for us this is the one and only settlement, and we have to
maximize it. Not every shopper will rush to make the purchase;
what makes us think our particular adversaries will? The discussion
did not dampen our client's enthusiasm for his proposal, so we
asked if he would like to try it out, either being the adverse attorney, or being an attorney for our side. He chose our side-putting
his own idea to the test playing the role of attorney. After about ten
minutes of role-play he cheerfully agreed that we should carry on
with our own strategy.
It might seem that this is a story of coercion, and successful coercion at that, but I do not believe so. Rather, the role-play accomplished two things. First, it let him hear a wide range of responses that
undercut the effectiveness of his proposal. ("So you're finally being
reasonable.Let's split the difference." was one example.) One reason
the client was able to hear these points, I think, was that he saw that
we were not trying to close down debate even though we did have
strong arguments to present (and to role-play).
Second, the most important information that came through, I believe, was that our students were wily, strategic, well-prepared, quickminded, and courageous. In effect, our client had the opportunity to
audition us as attorneys, and I think he was impressed by what he
heard. I believe our client came to agree with us because he trusted us
to do our work capably and loyally. 41 In sum, the role-play let the
client make a decision based on the information he received by listening from role, but quite possibly the most persuasive information was
that his attorneys were capable of performing well.
41

We were not going to sell out the case. We actually did settle before the depositions,

the very night before we were to depose the defendants. The figure was $5,000 higher than
the "special sale" figure our client had wanted us to request. This outcome may or may not
have been attributable to our negotiating skills, but it was a fortunate result.
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ROLE-PLAY IN THE "REAL WORLD" OF LEGAL SERVICES

One of the continuing concerns of clinical teachers is that our
methods should have a place in the real world. We should not eagerly
promote methods of lawyering that ridicule rather then assist those
who are daily seeking justice in the rough-and-tumble of the trial
courts and the administrative agencies. I earnestly believe that roleplaying is a technique well-suited for use by lawyers outside law
schools, not merely by clinical law teachers and their students. As I
will seek to show, role-playing is in fact already in use in daily practice. What I recommend here is that lawyers should put this technique
to greater and more calculated use than they already do. In what follows I will focus primarily on role-playing as a technique for the work
of civil legal services lawyers, but I believe its value extends to many
42
other forms of legal practice as well.
In urging legal services attorneys to make greater use of this technique, I do not mean to imply that these lawyers are in general failing
to work well with their clients. On the contrary, in my experience legal
services attorneys, of course with some exceptions, are quite successful in listening to their clients and engaging them in a collaborative
decisionmaking process. 43 This success is obvious when one observes a
lawyer and client improvising off each other's themes like well-practiced musicians. Legal services attorneys often have a sense of shared
high spirits with their clients-perhaps built on the unbelievable ordeals they have lived through together in the trial courts."4
Yet one can also notice remarkable differences among practicing
attorneys in their relationships with clients. A few are repeatedly exasperated by a client's failure to appear for a scheduled court matter
or to keep other commitments. Others seem never to be so disrupted
by such problems. The attorneys whose clients never seem to infuri42 Professor Jill Elijah reports using role-play with defendants preparing for arraignment in Criminal Court. She encourages them to play the role of the District Attorney.
They list their whole "rap sheet" and other negative information readily and often with

bombast and vehemence. It is unlikely that any question-and-answer interview would be
nearly as efficient or as respectful in getting client and attorney prepared for that event.
43 In saying this, I do not mean to ignore the sharp criticisms some scholars have offered of the interviewing and counseling techniques that lawyers in general, including legal

services lawyers, may use. There is every reason for us to seek to become better interviewers and counselors, and theoretical and practical writings offer valuable ideas for overcoming judgmental oversimplification of clients' lives and cases.

44 Legal services programs in the United States provide lawyers, free of charge, to some
indigent clients in civil (non-criminal) matters. The specialty courts and administrative
tribunals in which most of their cases are heard are widely considered to be biased against
such litigants, and are perceived as shifting the burden to disprove the allegations onto the
indigent litigant. 2 NEw YORK STATE JUDICIAL COMMISSION ON MINORITms, REPORT OF
THE NEW YORK STATE JUDICIAL COMMISSION ON MINORrrmS: THn PUBLIC AND THE

CouRTs, 3-8 (1991).
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ate them may simply have a broader understanding of the world in
which the clients live, may have more realistic expectations, and may
have prepared themselves and their clients to be responsible and responsive. They may also have learned many more of those "irrelevant
facts" about their clients than have those attorneys who felt that clients let them down. For those legal services lawyers, the unhappy few,
who do not find it easy to work well with clients, my hope is that the
role-play process will offer a fairly easy and direct way of pursuing the
goal of a respectful relationship.
The attorneys who work best with clients are constantly acquiring
information from the client and about the client. They are (whether
they are aware of it or not) devoting themselves to building a respectful relationship and a deep rapport based on an understanding of the
client's true context and the manifold motivations for pursuing the
case. For these attorneys, the role-play method is simply another effective tool for assisting clients in making authentic decisions, and for
enabling clients and attorneys to support each other effectively based
on a shared understanding of why particular decisions seem
appropriate.
Proposing the wider use of role-playing makes sense, in part, because lawyers generally are already familiar with this technique, both
from law school and from their own practice. Role-plays are among
the most powerful teaching methods now being used to engage law
students in grappling with complex ideas.45 Clinical legal education
stresses enacting roles in simulation, both to acquire skills and to
judge their effectiveness in particular contexts. 46 Increasingly large
numbers of law students participate in a variety of role plays, and almost all take part in at least one-moot court. Once out of law school,
many lawyers prepare themselves for important appellate arguments
by summoning colleagues to sit as a moot court. Many also use roleplaying with clients at least for such purposes as preparing the clients
to testify. Lawyers are thus quite experienced in using role-play to
provide a vivid sense of an activity so that decisions about the activity
can be made in a realistic context; many, however, may not yet recognize the full range of contexts in which role-playing with clients can be
valuable.
Moreover, role-playing or some variation of it occupies a central
role in the practice of many legal services attorneys, although much of
45 See Kimberld Crenshaw, Foreword-Toward a Race-ConsciousPedagogy in Legal Education, 11 NAT'L BLACK L.J. 1, 14 (1989); Stephanie M. Wildman, The Question of Silence: Techniques to Ensure Full Class Participation,38 J. LEGAL EDUC. 147 (1988).
46 See, eg., Kenneth R. Kreiling, ClinicalEducation and Lawyer Competency: The Process of Learning to Learn from Experience Through Properly Structured Clinical Supervision, 40 MD. L. Rnv. 284, 287-99, 300-06 (1981).
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it characteristically takes place while attorneys are assisting people
whom they will not be representing. A major component of legal services work, unfortunately, is the work of turning away clients, clients
who are eligible for legal services and who face important legal
problems that should be handled by an attorney. In addition, many
potential clients have legal needs that an attorney could certainly help
with, though they are straightforward enough so that a client might
capably handle them instead. Many cases in both categories have to
be rejected. In New York, a legal aid or legal services office turns
away each week anywhere from 20 to 200 potential clients who have
phoned or visited the office seeking help. Legal services lawyers,
aware of how small a portion of their clients' legal needs they can
actually meet, have been mindful of their obligation to teach clients to
handle many legal tasks themselves. 47
Many offices have an intake system in which an attorney interviews each client who visits the office.4 8 The purpose is to evaluate
the case to see whether the office will accept it (and the client) for
representation. If the client is not to be accepted, the attorney will
give advice and counseling on how to make the best of the situation
without an attorney. The potential clients who are turned away are
given as much coaching as possible, with the hope that they will be
able to speak for themselves well enough to get results without a
lawyer.
Perhaps the only bright spot in this situation is that many lawyers
by necessity use role-plays or other creative methods to equip potential clients with some of the skills and courage they will need to go it
alone. Lawyers, as they do this "advise and reject" work, interview
the potential clients to gather information and to give some shape to
the clients' legal issues and claims. The lawyer aims for the point at
which a client can express the significant facts and arguments in a
mode that is likely to be well received in the particular tribunal or by
the particular official being addressed. To this end, the attorney will
explain the physical layout and the procedures for an upcoming hearing, for example, by drawing up and explaining a chart: the check-in
process starts here, the calendars are here and look like this, the hear47

Legal services is not adequately funded, and staff members struggle heroically to
AMERICAN BAR AssOCIA-

provide high quality services for thousands of clients. See, e.g.,
TION:

COMMFII-EE TO IMPROVE THE AVAILABILITY OF LEGAL SERVICES, PRELIMINARY
REPORT TO THE CHImF JUSTICE OF NEW YORK 11-20 (1989).
48 There are various intake systems, some of which attempt to spare the staff attorneys

the anguish of meeting all the clients whom they cannot help. My experience is primarily
with another model where the lawyers' meeting with the potential clients was an essential
part of the enterprise, and where "giving advice" was considered a constructive feature of
the work.
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ing rooms are numbered this way, here is where to ask for copies of
documents, and so on.
The final step is a role-play practice. The two will create the critical moments when the client needs to speak up. One might be the
Hearing Officer's introductory remarks, including the all-in-onebreath summary of the issues, followed by "Do you have anything to
add?" Predictable moments of the hearing will be played out to let
the client demonstrate that he or she can speak up, explain events,
correct misstatements, and hand in papers that are important. Once it
looks as if fair success is possible, the attorney sends the client off
49
alone-and interviews the next person.
In Housing Court matters, pro se litigants are faced with adversarial litigation in a decidedly treacherous forum, made even more difficult for non-lawyers by the dominant role of pleadings, motions and
other papers. In preparing a pro se Housing Court litigant, attorneys
use role-play practice in tasks ranging from getting assistance from the
court clerk to defending one's right to have the judge order the production of a list of Housing Code violations, a list already subpoenaed
for the case but not brought up from the clerk's office.
Coaching a litigant whom one will not represent is extremely difficult. I believe it speaks well for the value of role-play that attorneys
have turned to it rather than simply lecturing these involuntarily pro
se litigants. I think it is also indicative of the virtues of this method
(and of the great concern on the part of the lawyers who must implement the turn-away interviews) that clients, by and large, are grateful
for the help and leave for their pro se legal encounters with considera50
ble courage and understanding.
Ironically, the realities of legal services practice also give clients
the opportunity to benefit from a form of one-way role-playing or
modeling, in which the clients have the opportunity to see others, including their attorneys, performing in roles that are applicable to their
own cases. These are not the comfortable "mini trial" demonstrations
49 By no means every client can be transformed by this or any other simple process into
a capable pro se litigator. In the offices in which I served, it was a rule of intake that people
with legal emergencies who despite the attorney's efforts seemed unable to fend for themselves with any likelihood of success were accepted for representation. Even so, there is no
sure way to predict what will happen in a pro se legal encounter. Courage may falter,
confusion may set in, and the unrepresented litigant may find the case crumbling. I do not

suggest role-play as a substitute for professional representation-only as a tool to help
develop skill and perspectives.
50 Some clients are especially effective in using this sort of guidance. They may already

have a clear idea of exactly what they want from the system, know something of how to get
it, and thus primarily need only to check out their strategies with a lawyer. Clients who use
an office for this purpose come back repeatedly as their project goes from stage to stage to
report how things are going and to try out their plans on someone with professional
experience.
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that are sometimes staged to assist corporate executives in making
case decisions, but they have served a similar purpose. This introduction to the legal setting and to its participants can be very important,
since many legal services clients are quite unfamiliar with such
arenas. 51

In Housing Court litigation, for example, the moment at which
clients are pressed to accept or reject a serious settlement offer (or go
to trial) generally occurs in the hallways, probably after the clients
have spent parts of several other days in court, waiting to have their
own cases reached. As they watch us play our lawyer roles, clients
undoubtedly evaluate us and our place in the system. They observe
first-hand how we, their lawyers, conduct ourselves on preliminary
matters intheir case, and on various aspects of other cases we have
handled the same day. From this they acquire a better basis for making their own decisions, for they have watched as the various other
participants in their cases (or similar ones) have modeled their roles,
and so they have seen the give and take in the system, have seen what
worked and what did not. They probably also have formed opinions
on whether we are capable of making responsible decisions and of
making headway for them against the system. They have auditioned
us. In sum, they have had an opportunity for "empirical study" at the
Housing Court.52 And after that period of study, many clients demon51 Some legal services clients do have considerable familiarity with legal institutions, or
even with particular judges and lawyers-though even these clients may benefit from the
modeling I describe in the text. Some of the potential clients for a legal aid or legal services
office in New York City have been handling sophisticated legal problems on their own for
many years. They have been working against bureaucracies and attending adjudicated
hearings of all kinds. They may have seen staff lawyers and paralegals at hearings and, if
so, when they meet them at the office the client will know that they have a common vocabulary and experience. ("Have you been in front of hearing officer X?", the client may ask.
"Yes? Well then you know what I am talking about.")
It is also possible that the clients have been in a setting, such as the Housing Court,
where they can observe trials of others' cases. Thus, they may know the reputation and
general approach that a particular lawyer takes, at least as that is played out in public.
Clients also may have used legal services a number of times, and it is likely that they have
neighbors and relatives who have worked with the staff of an office. If so, they come into
the relationship with some knowledge and some expectations based upon that knowledge.
52 An area that is overdue for examination is the whole process of working with clients
who do not speak the language of the court. How are they to carry out this "empirical
study"? How are they to know how their words will be translated and their non-verbal
expressions interpreted? How can we work with them to insure that their communication
will be well understood by the translator, and will impel the translator to deliver the
message so that it will be well received? How can such a client get the feel of being a trier
of fact who is listening across a culture and language divide, and learn from that insight
how to make appropriate adjustments in her presentation of herself and her case? For one
impressive examination of many of these concerns, see Ros.ANN DUE&As GONZALEZ,
VICTORIA F. VASouES & HOLLY MIKKELSON, FUNDAMENrALS OF COURT INTERPRETATION: THEORY, POLICY AND PRACTICE (1992).
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strate remarkable resourcefulness and aplomb when pressed to make
decisions. Less obvious, but also important, are the incremental adjustments they must have made along the way in their outlook and
expectations.
Although I recognize that such courthouse observation may not
be a universal method through which legal services clients gather information, litigants with cases docketed in overburdened trial courts,
at least in New York City, must generally attend court every time the
case is on the calendar. The time loss, financial burden, and anxiety
costs to the clients are inexcusable.5 3 The one positive feature of this
otherwise outrageously oppressive system is the opportunity for the
clients to observe the court and evaluate its real-life workings.
Thus, legal services lawyers and their clients have in fact made
extensive use of role-play, in a variety of contexts. Even so, the best
legal services attorneys, like attorneys generally, have taken short-cuts
in emergency situations, short-cuts that severely limited the attorneys'
ability to hear obviously relevant information. When there is is no
time even to sit down and hear the whole story, there is no time for a
54
role-play.
Ultimately, for such clients, there is no remedy to compensate for the unacceptable
gap between being able to understand directly what is happening in court, and having to
rely only on the excerpts that are translated (even if the translator is one's bilingual attorney). We and our clients have sometimes had the happy experience, however, of having an
official court interpreter assure a client who did not speak English that we, the client's
counsel, had excellent reputations. Any reassurance must have been most welcome for
them (and for us).
53 For a description of the strong negative signals and the intimidation such a court
system delivers to litigants, see Bezdek, supra note 2. The task of making inroads on this
culture in such settings as the New York City Housing Court is a task that Legal Services
and Legal Aid attorneys have been shouldering for many decades.
54 One of my favorite examples of this is a story told with delightful flair by one of my
colleagues. At the time of the event he was the Attorney-in-Charge of a major legal services office. Like everyone else on that staff, he seemed ready to go to any length necessary
to help a client. As he tells it:
The office had developed expertise in turning around an eviction case, even after
the tenant had been evicted pursuant to a mandate of the court The lawyers could
often obtain a stay of all proceedings (includingpreventing the landlordfrom re-renting the vacant apartment to a new tenant), open up the case and prevail on the merits
so that the tenant and family members could be restored to possession of their home
It was razzle-dazzle work requiringtypists and process servers to drop everything
else; type the papers, have them signed by the client; signed by a judge, served on
multiple parties with proof of service prepared andfiled in court the court file itself
photocopied and transmitted back to the office, and so forth.
In this particularcase; the potential client had come in, at about 4:30 in the afternoon, upset and announcing that she had just been evicted. She knew she had come to
a legal services office renownedfor its anti-eviction work That is all she knew, and all
that the attorney knew about her.
The attorney interviewed quickly and incisively for the groundsto vacate an eviction, and draftedan affidavitfor the client to sign, together with the proposedorderfor
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But not every case is such an emergency, and in many, many
cases the price of short-cuts early on is paid in time or even defeat
later. My own optimistic views on the facility with which clients will
engage in role-plays, and the extent to which doing so will help them
to speak their minds and find their true ideas, are views based chiefly
on my legal services experience (though very much confirmed by my
work in law school clinics). I am certainly not proposing that the virtues of role-playing justify turning potential clients away or subjecting
them to prolonged courtroom delays-but the necessity of turning
away some clients and the fact that others endured the slow machinery of our system of justice have given us experience using the technique, and evidence of its efficiency and efficacy. When I look back at
my years of legal services practice, I am convinced that the additional
role-play methods I have outlined in this Article would very often
have been easy to use and would have produced excellent results.
CONCLUSION

Lawyers can help clients learn to make decisions by talking about
how the client customarily makes decisions, by modeling a collegial
decisionmaking process, and by role-playing decision-points in the
representation. In the process, lawyers will acquire more information
than they customarily do, and the information will have a remarkable
quality and "relevance." Clients, for their part, will have opportunities
to see their lawyers in role, and so to evaluate them; they will also be
able to assess their own concerns more openly and more fully. The
result, moreover, is an interaction between lawyer and client that is
generally enjoyable and leads to greater courage in making thoughtful
choices and in facing new situations.
I am mindful of an exhortation that a community activist (George
Wiley) delivered in the 1960s to a group of law students: poor people
want dignity, money and justice, in that order, he thundered. One
cannot be sure that all persons rank these goals the same way, but it is
important to remind oneself that dignity is too rarely afforded in daily
a judge to sign ex parte. He located a judge who would sign the order after business
hours, and put on a whirlwind display of energy, expertise and devotion to the client.
After the client had satfor a considerableperiodof time in raptadmirationas she
saw the full office bent upon serving her presumed need to have the eviction reversed
and her family restored to its apartment,she meekly stated to the attorney:
"Ofcourse I'll'be happy to sign the affidavit, but do we have to do all this just to
find out if I can get my security deposit back?"
"Is that all you want?"
"Yes. I don't want to move back to that apartment. It was terribleand I have a
new place that I'm already moving into. I just want to know if I can get my security
back. That's why I came in to see you."
"Oh."
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life, particularly to a person of low income. The techniques I recommend here should help clients to obtain justice, but it is no less important that they should help protect clients' dignity. "Justice" in an
individual case, if dignity and respect are sacrificed, would not always
feel like a great achievement. If we inculcate decisionmaking skills
through a process that allows clients to participate dynamically with
their attorneys, we can help clients protect both their legal interests
and their dignity.

